
CUT OUT OR

LEGEND

MOUNTAIN FOLD
The crease/fold is at the top or 

towards you and the paper is 
folded behind into itself. The 

paper should form a mountain 
when you unfold.

OR

MOUNTAIN FOLD
The crease/fold is at the top or 

towards you and the paper is 
folded behind into itself. The 

paper should form a mountain 
when you unfold.

VALLEY FOLD
The crease/fold is at the bottom 
or away from you and the paper is 
folded forward into itself. The 
paper should form a "V" when 
you unfold.

Paper score is a ridge that is indented 
into the paper where the fold line will 

occur. Use a ballpoint pen that has 
run out of ink, ruler or any dull edge 

that won’t cut the paper. Press the 
ruler(or any dull edge used) down 

�rmly at the place you want to fold.

SCORE

LEGEND

Paper score is a ridge that is indented 
into the paper where the fold line will 

occur. Use a ballpoint pen that has 
run out of ink, ruler or any dull edge 

that won’t cut the paper. Press the 
ruler(or any dull edge used) down 

�rmly at the place you want to fold.

SCORE

STACK OF GIFTS POP-UP CARD

BASECOVER

A

G
                  F C         D

B

E

Carefully cut out the pop-up pieces for the cardinal following the solid lines 
with scissor icons. Score and fold according to the guide on the template.



1) Align the center fold,corners and sides of the BASE and the COVER. 
Then glue them together.

2) Glue the A & B to the BASE by aligning the center fold of A & B and BASE  (gray “glue 
here A” and “glue here B” respectively)

3) Glue the C & D to the BASE by aligning the center fold of the C & D and 
BASE( gray “glue here C” and “glue here D”  respectively). Let the glue dry.

4) Glue the E & F to the BASE by aligning the center fold of the E & F and 
BASE( gray “glue here E” and “glue here F”  respectively). Let the glue dry.

5) Glue the G to the gray “glue here G” by aligning the sides. Let the glue dry. 7)Your gift pop-up card is now �nished! 
Watch it pop out and stack on top of each 

other!

6) After the glue has dried, test the pop-up by 
SLOWLY and carefully closing the card. You WILL 

need to push the middle part of the gifts towards 
the fold of the base the �rst time you close it.
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